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a. Do In-Office Cost System (“IOCS”) tallies distinguish between Standard ECR 

flats that are mailed with Detached Address Labels (“DALs”) and other 

Standard ECR flats? 

b. Do IOCS tallies distinguish between Standard parcels that are mailed with DALs 

and other Standard parcels? 

C. Do IOCS tallies distinguish between Periodicals that are mailed with DALS and 

other Periodicals? 

d. Do IOCS tallies distinguish between Bound Printed Matter (“BPM”) pieces that 

are mailed with DALs and other BPM? 

e. If the answer to any of the preceding parts a, b, c, or d is afftrmative, please 

indicate all entries in IOCS tallies where the distinction is recorded, with 

appropriate references to the current IOCS data collector’s handbook. If 

whatever you reference has not been submitted as a library reference, please do 

so. 

VP/USPS-Tl-2. 

Can IOCS tallies be used to estimate separately the mail processing cost of Standard 

ECR Mail with DALs (i.e., those flats or parcels - either separately or combined - that are 

mailed with DALs) and Standard ECR mail without DALs? 

a. If your answer to the above question is affirmative, for Base Year please 

provide whatever cost estimates are available (i.e., for flats and parcels 
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b. 

separately, or for flats and parcels combined, if that is the only estimate that is 

available). 

If your answer to the above question is anything other than an unqualified 

affirmative, please explain what changes in the IOCS would be necessary in 

order to develop such cost estimates. 

VP/USPS-Tl3. 

Has the Postal Service conducted or is it aware of any special cost studies or analyses 

on the cost of handling mail with DALs, using either IOCS data or data gathered by any other 

method? If so, please identify them and provide copies of such studies as a library reference. 

VP/USPS-T14 

As a hypothetical, please assume that while a carrier is still in the Destination Delivery 

Unit (“DDU”) the carrier accidently drops on the floor a number of flat-shaped Standard ECR 

pieces that are to accompany DALs (e.g., a bundle breaks accidently). Assume further that 

each flat-shaped piece in the bundle is a wrap consisting of a host piece with five inserts inside 

the host piece. Assume also that, as a result of being dropped on the floor, many of the inserts 

become separated from their host pieces. Finally, assume that the carrier is the subject of an 

IOCS tally and at the moment of the tally the carrier was retrieving from the floor one or more 

letter-shaped inserts that had become separated from the host piece. 

a. Would the tally reflect that the carrier was working on letter-shaped mail or flat- 

shaped mail? 
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b. Would the tally reflect that the carrier was handling mail accompanied by 

DALs? 

VP/USPS-Tl-5. 

Please assume that a carrier is in the process of casing DALs accompanying Standard 

ECR Mail at the time the carrier is the subject of an IOCS tally. 

a. Will the tally indicate mat the carrier is casing a letter-shaped piece? 

b. If not, what will the tally indicate? 

VP/USPS-Tl-6. 

Please assume that a carrier, for whatever reason, is in the process of casing Standard 

ECR wraps that are accompanied by DALs at the time the carrier is the subject of an IOCS 

tally. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Will the tally indicate simply that the carrier is casing a flat-shaped piece? 

Alternatively, will the tally indicate that the carrier is casing a flat-shaped piece 

that is part of a DAL mailing? 

Regardless of your answers to parts a and b, please explain the substance and 

extent of the information that the tally being handled will contain about the 

piece. 


